Sensory Play- Bubble Snake

Rhyme of the Week
Ten in the Bed

Resources
Bubble mixture or washing up liquid & water.
Shallow tray or dish
Sock
Elastic band, hair bobble or something to tie.

Fine Motor Play
Make your own posting box.
Cut slots into the top of a cardboard box.
Fold paper, card, labels, cut up packaging and slot through
the holes.
Make it trickier -have some shorter or longer holes or
holes at different angles.

Makaton symbols and signs of the week
Numbers 1-10

Plastic bottle
Method
Cut the end carefully of a plastic bottle.
Attach a sock over the wide end, secure with ties.
Carefully mix a little bit of washing up liquid into
some water, or add bubble mixture to a tray.
Dip the end of the ‘sock bubble blower’ into the
tray.
Carefully lift and blow to make your bubble snake.

There were ten in the bed and the little one
said, “Roll over, roll over.”
So, they all rolled over and one fell out….
Supporting ideas:
-Line up teddies in your bed to act out the
song!
-Use the Makaton number signs when singing.
-Start with 5 if your child finds it too long.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/nurseryrhymes-ten-in-the-bed/z7bnmfr
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5murRlhUYEI

Go on a rainbow hunt
There’s lots of rainbow pictures around. When you next go
out and about see how many you can find.
Also, our twitter pages are collecting photos of wildlife you
might see on your local journeys. Please send them to us.

.
Watch Lucinda sign numbers 1-10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKr9tCcQu7A

As always, these ideas are just suggestions. We hope all our
families are keeping well and we would like you to stay in
touch.
We understand that it is difficult juggling home life.
Remember our school communities still exist and we are all
at the end of the phone or email.

